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STRAIGHT TALK
“When Fascism comes to America it will be wrapped in a flag and
carrying a cross.” –Sinclair Lewis

HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT
FASCISM IN AMERICA
You might scoff at the thought of “your country” being
Fascist. If I told you that the U.S. Government has always
been Fascist, you might think I’ve lost my marbles. And if I
say that the U.S. system is of the same mindset that ruled
Nazi Germany you may call me anti-American. Well, I’m
not anti-American, but I hate the Fascist Beast System.
So, here we go. In the remainder of this publication I’m
going to prove to you that you live in a Fascist country, and
that it is probable that you, an American, are a practicing
Fascist ... and don’t know it.
This isn’t that hard to visualize. I’ve been making the
case for years that most Americans who call themselves
Christians are practicing paganism and don’t know it. I’ve
told you for years that the US system of church and state is
the Beast in sheep’s clothing. So what I’m going to tell you
now shouldn’t be a great surprise.
Our enemy is hiding in plain sight. All you have to do is
open your eyes and you’ll see.
WHAT IS FASCISM?
Let us start by defining Fascism.

“Fascism should more appropriately be called
Corporatism because it is a merger of state
and corporate power.” –Benito Mussolini
The word “Fascism” is derived from the Italian
word fascio, which means "bundle" or "union," and
from the Latin word fasces. The fasces, which
consisted of a bundle of rods tied around an axe,
was an ancient Roman symbol of the authority of
the civic magistrates. The symbolism of the fasces
suggested strength through unity. Thus a few elite,
by uniting in a tightly organized, secret cabal, has
power to rule over millions of fragmented citizens.
Like the Dragon that masquerades as a Lamb
(Rev. 13), Fascism can take on different faces. But
in the United States, Fascism is as Mussolini
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described: a merger of government with corporations ...
and churches brainwash and pacify the people to make
them mindless and helpless prey for the Beast.
Modern American Fascism calls itself “Democracy” and
“Christianity.” But it is neither of these. The words of
deceivers mean nothing. They might just as well call
America “Atlantis” (which they do, by the way), or say day is
night, and night is day. Their words mean NOTHING! They
say they want to serve the public ... but they seek to rule.
They ask for our trust ... while they betray us. They are lying
liars, and nothing they say should be trusted! You know this
well ... and yet, you do trust them. What causes this? Who
is programming your brain and blinding your eyes?
An introduction to Jim Marrs’ THE RISE OF THE
FOURTH REICH states: “Today the United States is
becoming the Fourth Reich, the continuation of an ideology
thought to have been vanquished more than a half century
ago.
This concept may seem absurd to those who cannot
see past the rose-colored spin, hype, and disinformation
poured out daily by the media conglomerates ... most of
which are owned by the very same families and corporations who supported the Nazis before World War II. National Socialism never died, but rather its hideous philosophy is alive and active in modern America. Unfortunately,
most people cannot see the shadowy links between
fascism and corporate power, the military, and our elected
leaders.
At the end of World War II, ranking Nazis, along with
their young and fanatical proteges, used the loot of Europe
to create corporate front companies in many countries,
including the United States of America. Utilizing their stolen
wealth, men with Nazi mentalities wormed their way into
corporate America, slowly buying up and consolidating
companies into giant multinational conglomerates. Many
thousands of other Nazis came to the United States under
classified programs such as Project Paperclip - <http://
www.afa.org/magazine/June2007/0607paperclip.asp>.
They brought with them miraculous weapon technology that
helped win the space race but they also brought their
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insidious Nazi philosophy within our borders. This ideology
based on the authoritarian premise that the end justifies the
means ... including unprovoked wars of aggression and
curtailment of individual liberties ... has gained an iron hold
in the "land of the free and the home of the brave.”
An effort has been underway for the past sixty years to
bring a form of National Socialism to modern America,
creating in essence a modern empire ... or "Fourth Reich"!
The Fascist ideology from Germany and Italy fit handin-glove with the Military Industrial Complex being constructed in America. Werner Von Braun and his Nazi
cohorts felt right at home at Ft. Bliss, Texas.
Marr’s book is well taken. However, Fascism came to
America long before the 40’s. The concept of powerful
politicians conspiring together secretly with bankers and
corporations to rule and exploit the masses is a very old
philosophy; as old as the concept of government itself. I
submit it is the backbone of The Beast described in the
Bible as “the Dragon” and “Mystery Babylon.”
We’ve seen this Beast evolve down through history. It
ruled Egypt. It ruled Babylon. It ruled Greece. It ruled
Rome. It ruled Europe. It ruled England. It rules America.
The Beast lives! All these empires had one thing in common – they were led by man instead of God.
The Beast System has always found its life through
secret religious organizations and conspiracies of elite
bankers and politicians. This is the base of power that
always rules the nations of the world. These are the
people, the families, the corporations that rule today. This is
the Beast System.

The human brain is a powerful piece of equipment. It
has the ability to love and to create. But programmed
wrongly it has the ability to deceive you so badly that you
can’t see what is before your eyes.

Did you ever see the back of the Mercury Dimes
issued by the US Mint 1916–1945? Why is there a Fasces
in plain sight on its reverse side? Have you ever noticed it?

WOULD YOU KNOW IT IF YOU SAW IT?

Why is there a Falange type of Fasces in plain sight on
back of the One Dollar Bill?

Is it possible that you’ve been looking at it but not
seeing it? Is it possible that you’ve been living it but not
realizing it? Has the Beast System been functioning right
under your nose and you thought it was something else?
Examine the front wall of the House Of Representatives pictured above. Have you ever looked at this before?
No doubt you’ve seen it ... but did you REALLY see it? Did
you ever notice the twin 8-ft. fasces there?
Are you a victim of brainwashing? How else could an
evil so large and so wicked, and in plain sight, go unnoticed
by you?

Why did the designers go to the trouble of putting a
little Bohemian Grove Owl there in plain sight on the front
of the One Dollar Bill?

FASCISTS RULE AMERICA
The following article is a blockbuster. Perhaps you’ve
heard of General Smedley Butler – military hero and author
of WAR IS A RACKET (see www.benwilliamslibrary.com).
This cast of characters includes George W. Bush, his
father George H.W. Bush, and his grandfather Prescott
Bush.
Now, sit down and get ready for a short history lesson
about the Bush dynasty.

BUSH FULFILLS HIS GRANDFATHER'S DREAM

Why are there two Fasces on the Seal of the United
States Senate? Why is the Cap of Mithras over the shield?

Why is there an Egyptian pyramid with the “all-seeing
eye” of the Illuminati on the back of the One Dollar Bill –
symbolizing Fascist rule by an few elite over the masses?
So the question is ... WHO has programmed your brain
to not see these things? Has your brain been deceiving
you? Were you thinking this is a Christian system? Have
your eyes been blinded so you do not see these Beast
tracks displayed in plain sight?
Hard questions! To begin answering them, let us
consider some recent American history to see if you
understand what kind of country you are living in, and what
kind of people you are living among.

by David Swanson
It's remarkably common for a grandson to take up his
grandfather's major project. This occurred to me when I
read recently of Thor Heyerdahl's grandson taking up his
mission to cross the Pacific on a raft. But what really struck
me was the BBC story aired on July 23rd, 2007, documenting President George W. Bush's grandfather's involvement
in a 1933 plot to overthrow the U.S. government and install
a fascist dictatorship. I knew the story, but had not considered the possibility that the grandson was trying to accomplish what his grandfather had failed to achieve.
Prescott Sheldon Bush (1895 to 1972) attended Yale
University and joined the secret society known as Skull and
Bones. Prescott is widely reported to have stolen the skull
of Native American leader Geronimo. As far as I know, this
has not actually been confirmed. In fact, Prescott seems to
have had a habit of making things up. He sent letters home
from World War I claiming he'd received medals for heroism. After the letters were printed in newspapers, he had to
retract his claims.
If this does not yet sound like the life of a George W.
Bush ancestor, try this on for size: Prescott Bush's early
business efforts tended to fail. He married the daughter of
the very rich George Herbert Walker (from whom Dubya
inherited his middle initial, and who owned the compound
at Kennebunkport, Maine that now belongs to the Bushes).
Walker installed Prescott Bush as an executive in Thyssen
and Flick (German Steel Trust). From then on, Prescott's
business dealings went better, and he entered politics.
Now, the name Thyssen comes from a German named
Fritz Thyssen, major financial backer of the rise of Adolph
Hitler. Thyssen was referred to in the New York HeraldTribune as "Hitler's Angel." During the 1930s and early
1940s, and even as late as 1951, Prescott Bush was
involved in business dealings with Thyssen, and was
inevitably aware of both Thyssen's political activities and
the fact that the companies involved were financially
benefiting the nation of Germany. In addition, the companies Prescott Bush profited from included one engaged in
mining operations in Poland using slave labor from Auschwitz. Two former slave laborers have sued the U.S.
government and the heirs of Prescott Bush for $40 billion.
Until the United States entered World War II it was
legal for Americans to do business with Germany, but in
late 1942 Prescott Bush's businesses interests were seized
under the Trading with the Enemy Act. Among those
businesses involved was the Hamburg America Lines, for

which Prescott Bush served as a manager. A Congressional committee, in a report (the McCormack-Dickstein
Report) found that Hamburg America Lines had offered
free passage to Germany for journalists willing to write
favorably about the Nazis, and had brought Nazi sympathizers to America. (Is this starting to remind anyone of our
current president's relationship to the “free [embedded]
press”?)
The McCormack-Dickstein Committee investigated a
homegrown American Fascist plot hatched in 1933. Here's
how the BBC promoted its recent story:
"Document uncovers details of a planned coup in the
USA in 1933 by right-wing American businessmen. The
coup was aimed at toppling President Franklin D Roosevelt
with the help of half-a-million war veterans. The plotters,
who were alleged to involve some of the most famous
families in America, (including JP Morgan, DuPont,
Remington, owners of Heinz, Birds Eye, Goodtea, Maxwell
House as well as George Bush´s Grandfather, Prescott)
believed that their country should adopt the policies of
Hitler and Mussolini to beat the great depression. Mike
Thomson investigates why so little is known about this
biggest ever peacetime threat to American democracy."
You can listen to the 30-minute BBC radio presentation
at <http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/history/document/
document_20070723.shtml>. But why is this story so little
known? Why haven’t any U.S. media outlets picked it up?
The BBC report provides a good account of the basic
story. Some of the wealthiest men in America approached
retired Marine Corps Major General Smedley Butler,
beloved of many World War I veterans, many of them
embittered by the government's treatment of them. These
Wall Street elite wanted Butler to lead 500,000 veterans in
a Fascist take-over of Washington and the White House.
Butler refused, and he recounted the affair to the congressional committee. His account was corroborated in part by
a number of witnesses, and the Dickstein Committee
concluded that the plot was real. But the names of wealthy
backers of the plot were blacked out in the committee's
records, and none of them were prosecuted or exposed.
According to the BBC, President Roosevelt cut a deal. He
refrained from prosecuting these wealthy Wall Street
Fascists for treason, and they agreed to end Wall Street's
opposition to the New Deal.
Clearly the lack of accountability in Washington, D.C.,
did not begin with Nancy Pelosi taking Dubya's impeachment off the table, or with Congress' decision to avoid
impeachment for President Ronald Reagan (a decision that
arguably played a large role in installing Prescott Bush's
son George H.W. Bush as president), or with the failure to
investigate the deal that George H.W. Bush and others
made with Iran to not release American hostages until
Reagan was made president, or with the failure to prosecute Richard Nixon after he resigned.
Lack of accountability is a proud tradition in our
nation's capital. Or maybe I should say our former nation's
capital. I don't recognize the place anymore, and I credit
that to George W. Bush's efforts to fulfill his grandfather's

dream using far subtler and more effective means than
Prescott’s military coup.
Bush the grandson was never elected, but took office
twice through fraudulent elections that he actually lost.
Gore agreed to give up in 2000, and in 2004 the Supreme
Court blocked a recount of the vote and installed Dubya.
Prescott's grandson proceeded to weaken or eliminate
most of the Bill of Rights in the name of protection from a
dark foreign enemy. He even tossed out habeas corpus.
The grandson of Prescott, that dreamer of the 1930s,
established with very little resistance that the U.S. government can kidnap, detain indefinitely on no charge, torture,
and murder. The United States under Prescott Bush's
grandson adopted policies that heretofore had been
considered only Nazi or Soviet policies, most strikingly the
willingness to openly plan and engage in aggressive wars
on other nations.
At the same time, Dubya has accomplished a huge
transfer of wealth within the United States from the rest of
us to the extremely wealthy. He's also effected a major
privatization of public operations, including the military. And
he's kept unprecedented tight control over the media.
Dubya has given himself the power to rewrite all laws
with signing statements. He's established that intentionally
misleading the Congress about the need for a war is not a
crime. He's given himself the right (just as Hitler did) to
open anyone's mail, record phone conversations and
emails. He's created illegal spying programs and then
proposed to legalize them. Prescott would be so proud!
The current President Bush has accomplished much
more than his grandfather could have with a military coup.
He has achieved the goal of Prescott's Fascist gang.
The proof is all around us ... in plain sight. Open
your eyes and you can see it. They are going ahead
with their agenda, and most Americans will not wake
up until it is too late ... and they’ll wake up screaming.
VIDEOS
I have John Buchanan documenting the Prescott
Bush / Nazi connection. This 10-minute clip precedes an
older 45-minute History Channel documentary on the 1933
attempted coup with Smedley Butler. History Channel no
longer offers this video.
I also have a new video detailing the Bush family’s
part in the assassination of JFK, including details of the
actual shooting. It is a good primer for anyone who still
thinks Oswald was “the lone gunman.”
These two give a complete picture of the Nazi/Fascist
connection to U.S. politics.
Send $10/each for copying, handling & postage.
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1. a) John Buchanan - Bush/Nazi connection;
b) History Channel - 1933 Fascist Coup (DVD).
2. Bush Family / Kennedy Assassination (DVD).

